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About This Game

A keenly dark twist on the traditional murder mystery setting, The Deed is an Adventure/RPG game about getting away with
murder.

Arran Bruce, the rightful heir to Dunshiel House, returns to his family home after discovering that his abusive father has
decided to disinherit him from his Will in favour of his sadistic, deranged young sister. In a fit of anger and greed, Arran has
decided to remove his sister from the equation in order to restore his own inheritance. Can he manage to get away with such a

foul deed?

Meet the Family:
Explore Dunshiel House and encounter Arran's twisted, dysfunctional family and their servants. Take care, though -
everything that you say or do can have an impact on the outcome of The Deed!

Choose the Weapon:
A rope, a candlestick or good old-fashioned rat poison? There are many household items that can be put to a dark and
nefarious use. Choose carefully from ten possible murder weapons, bearing in mind who might become a suspect as a
result of your selection.

Plant the Evidence:
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Father, mother, maid, butler ... any of these individuals could take the blame for your heinous act, if you can find the
right evidence, plant it in the right location and manage to raise the suspicions of the Inspector.

Face the Inspector:
When the deed is done, it's time to face the music and be interviewed by the wily, perceptive Inspector. Can you dodge
his questions and avert his suspicions? Will you walk away a free man? Many possible endings await ...
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Title: The Deed
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Pilgrim Adventures, GrabTheGames Studios
Publisher:
GrabTheGames, WhisperGames
Release Date: 23 Nov, 2015
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like dark souls. While a solid attempt, the game falls short of pretty much all accounts except one:

- Super short, ~90min to play through everything
- Time mechanic interesting but fairly repetative
- The game is designed for 7-10 year olds. While I don't take that as a negative please note that. I enjoyed Rayman a lot which
may have similar auidence I found this too childish.
- The puzzles are not always very logical especially given the target auidence, platforming is straightforward and linear
- Graphics are very good and animation is what you would expect for an artsy game
- Story is decent for the short time game has to offer

If you are looking for a game for your kid then this might be a good choice. Alternatively, get it on severe discount. Otherwise,
move along.. This not a HOG in any way. It's well enough presented but only really suitable for young children. The "Hidden
Object" tag should definitely be removed as it's misleading. The game itself is more of a guess-the-unrevealed-object affair
which is very simplistic and without depth or any real story. Get it for the youngster if you like but otherwise avoid. It's not
terrible, just pointless. 3\/10.. Had to leave a review before it's gone.. Cute game, very suitable for children. Shares and
improves knowledge about the time playfully.
The little car goes on an adventure from Stone Age up to the future.In every time zone, he has to solve tasks to go on.
Everything can be clicked and discovered. If there is a Problem, the car guides and helps you. This game made my childhood
awesome, still love it though.. Best Total War. Good quality and open world, but srsly, whoever made those missions should be
fired... Fun mini mysteries, with great noir styling.. Where to start with this title... For the cheap price tag, I believe its worth it.
You may get 2-3 hours of fun, fun being some insane 8 bit duck firing particle effects all over the screen whilst listening to
some crazy yet cool music tracks. It has a a few little secrets to find along the way, and a nice voice over by the Developer.
For some gameplay and a more in-depth look, take a lookie at the video below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onkycYTW_nc. Whilst it is a bit different than the previous Farm Frenzy it is still fun to
play. Goals are easy to achieve.
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Not yet, no way.. This game is wonderful but until they do something about the verbal abuse and the toxic community around it
I can't give it a recommend. its more toxic than anything I have seen in awhile..
لعبه مومفهومة ابدا
الي عجبني فيها ان الوانها حلوه والاصوات فيها مضحكه
Steam If .obsession of level autistic an with term long or ,spurts short in casually played be can that waster-time OK an s'It .وبس
had a middle option, instead of just thumbs up or down, I'd give it that. I've played it for 9 hours so far, and I'm not ready to quit
yet, which is a lot more than I can say for more expensive games I've purchased lately.

It definitely won't be everyone's cup of tea, but if you like gacha type games, pick it up on sale sometime.. Actually good for the
price. Helped organized needed information nicely.. I thoroughly enjoyed playing through this game. The puzzles are simple and
relaxing, but can become more challenging when playing against the clock. The art style is beautiful and very pleasing to the
eye. Suitable for adults and kids alike.. Due to a bug in the game, I got to a point where I could not continue the story. The game
wanted me to speak to the shadow person but would not give me the option to delve deeper. I loaded a few different past saved
games but still ended up at the same choke point. I was approximately 90 minutes into the game and didn't want to start over and
hope it didn't happen again.

. pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥innit. A peaceful, casual game.
It's yet another Columns clone, but this time they are trying to add a story and... depth... I guess with the leveling up and
choosing of different monsters to attack with.

Early Access is now Live!:
Enjoy!. v1.0.2 Some bug fixes and frozen changes:
∙ Add an isometric graphic for the cloak of resistance artifact when you discover it on ground
∙ Fixed a bug with frozen that would not let you cast it again
∙ Frozen now deals 1 damage at the end.
∙ Fixed a crash that would happen when loading maps with preset starting heroes. (Jail escape, monster arena and others)
∙ Fixed a spelling error in the graveyard.
. Update - 0.6.6:
 Version 0.6.6
- Made some improvements in the 'Labyrinth' map.
- Removed some traps from the 'Passage' map.
- Added some new functionality when searching for treasure. beware!
- Added new 2 spells for the dwarf.
- Counter Attack and Double Attack now only trigger on the first attack like they should.
- Added several new artifacts.
- Counter attack level 2-3 now adds +1/+2 bonus damage instead of +10% counter attack chance.
- Sacrifice no longer attempts to heal a full health hero.
- Made some updates in the 'Knight Guardians' map.
- Decreased barbarian accurancy to 60%
- Barbarian and Healer Knight can now equip 2 artifacts and 2 potions.
- Added better icon system to show active effects on a character.
- Added new map "Searching for the Dwarf"
- Dwarf can no longer be purchased in the tavern.
- Healer Knight now costs 2000 to unlock
- Temporary disabled path to old palace.. Update - 0.6.7:
Version 0.6.7
- Made some improvements in the editor for prefab spawning.
- Improved tutorials in village.
- Fixed an issue with the gravedigger becoming available earlier than expected.
- Fixed an issue with equiped artifacts still being visible in the shop.
- Added some mouse over highlights on the village conversation buttons.
- Made some changes in the bonus room.
- Certain maps like bonus room can only be played once.
- Improved some black walls that previously left some gaps on the screen.
- Fixed some wall issues behind the red gates on various levels.
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- Readjusted blob shadow of orcs.
- Improved visual feedback when testing courage, perception, sanity
- Fixed an issue with a music track not streaming properly and causing a hickup at loading.
- Fixed a problem with music changing track when you would alt-tab.
- Decreased dwarf block chance by 1.
- Added more sounds.
- Fixed some issue with potions and artifacts graying out after using a power.
- Reduced resoultion and memory size of inferno spell effect
- Fixed some issues in the dwarf scene.
- You can now right click at any time on a character to see their stats.. v0.8.0 - VSync fix, 2 new monsters, gold saved on map
replay:
- Fixed some bugs with merchant.
- Added new model for orc warrior master.
- Added a new monster, undead goblin warrior.
- There is now a warning message when you attempt to play a map again.
- Replaying a map allows you to keep only gold.
- Fixed an issue with VSync not being set properly.
- Fixed an issue with the intro cutscene on ultra widescreen monitors.
- Fixed a bug with the heroes health bar going over bounds in the village.
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